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Since 1979 Dr. Hufford has been studying and practicing in the Ancient Arts and now shares

with you "Breathe Right! Feel Right!" This SECOND BOOK in the groundbreaking JingShen

NengLi Qigong (Mind Power Qigong) series integrates modern theories on how the mind works

with the ancient practices of Qigong energy manifestation.The first Qigong set, "Zhan Zhuang

Qigong," is a medical qigong that will develop a strong connection with the Earth's Energy and

you will benefit from its' ROOTING and GROUNDING principles. This will create a continuous

flow of Earth Qi to and through you that develops ABUNDANT qi that can help you live a long

and healthy life.The second Qigong set, "Xin HuXi Qigong," is a health preservation qigong

that not only stresses longevity through the chang bao qi breathing method but it stimulates the

energy in all of the meridians thus removing Qi blockages and Qi stagnation resulting in a

continuous FLOW of qi that will vitalize your body, mind and spirit.And the third Qigong set, "Ba

Zhang Quan Qigong," is a martial qigong that has been developed to provide STRENGTH and

a strong sense and feeling of BALANCE by working with the Qi that flows through the Belt

Vessel (Dai Mai). The flow, abundance and balance of the qi in this vessel is crucial to proper

physical health and balance.Mind Power Qigong will become your tool set for the manifestation

and maintenance of your awesome health!
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like POOR HEALTH!Mind Power Qigong is a set of tools based on ancient Chinese methods of

QIGONG that NOW incorporate Modern Theories of the Mind. It is a toolbox of qigong

methods that will take you on a THREE STEP JOURNEY to positive results toward AWESOME

HEALTH.STEP 1: Programming your sub-conscious mind for AWESOMEHEALTHSTEP 2:

Working in a NEW AWESOME HEALTH PARADIGMSTEP 3: Your AWESOME HEALTH

PRAXISYour GOAL is the integration of your BELIEF in AWESOME HEALTH with your

BEHAVIOR or PRACTICE of AWESOME HEALTH.Wallace D. Wattles in his classic The

Science of Getting Rich said “To look upon the appearance of disease will produce the form of

disease in your mind, and ultimately in your body, unless you hold the thought of the truth,

which is that there is no disease; it is only appearance and the reality is health.”Every living

thing must continuously seek for the enlargement of life. Thus the mere act of living requires a

healthy life so that you can make the most of yourself for yourself and for others. To make the

most of yourself for yourself and for others you must increase your health.Success in having

awesome health, depends upon you possessing a well-developed set of tools that will lead you

toward and maintain your awesome health.Not only do you need to have the proper tools but

they must be used the Right Way so that you can behave in the Certain Way. The Mind Power

Qigong Program is a set of tools that when used in the Right Way will make it much easier for

you to succeed in moving toward AWESOME HEALTH. Your desire to have awesome health is

the power which can create the development and expression of awesome health.BREATHING

TO LIVE?LIVING TO BREATHE?WHY DO YOU BREATHE?Do you breathe to live? Or do you

live to breathe? The masses would say that you must breathe so that you can live. But this is

little more than just survival. As you breathe in an unconscious fashion you do nothing more

than take in enough air so that the minimum amount of toxins can be removed from your body

and the minimum amount of oxygen required is absorbed.The Ancients have shown us that

great feats, long life and awesome health can be achieved by everyone. You must learn to

breathe in the “Certain Way.” You have within your grasp a built-in mechanism that promotes

awesome health. This mechanism is the breath. The breath and breathing can be used to

reduce fear, relieve stress, energize the body, enliven the mind and invigorate the spirit. All you

need to do is think about it. Just think about your breath as you breathe.In the art of Zen

meditation, one of the simplest meditation exercises is that of bringing your mind to focus on

the breath while sitting quietly. All you do is close your eyes, relax, and count each breath as

you inhale. Focus on the breath by trying to sense the way the breath feels as it passes by the

edges of your nostrils. It is as simple as that.TWO LAWSThere are two laws that you need to

understand and use if you want and desire AWESOME HEALTH. Remember! You attract

whatever you are in harmony with. AND YOU ARE IN HARMONY WITH THAT WHICH YOU

THINK ABOUT THE MOST!This concept is based on two fundamental laws: The Law of

Vibration which says you are a being of vibration and have the ability to change your vibration

and The Law of Attraction which says like vibrations attract like things. Thus, Positive Vibrations

attract Positive Things and Positive Energy attracts Good Health.YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO

ALTER YOUR VIBRATION TO A HIGHER, MORE POSITIVE, STATE.You can make the

decision to change your health and in doing so your life is never going to the same again. You

can turn your poor, lacking or even average health into AWESOME HEALTH by using “Multiple

Ways to Achieve and Maintain Awesome Health.” Several of these methods involve ancient

Chinese Qigong (exercises with coordinated breathing) that can create, maintain and release

positive energy within you.HOW DO YOU GET READY? You have to BELIEVE; you have to

BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN CREATE IT!UNDERSTANDING THE YIN AND YANG OF QI AND

QIGONGIt will help in your practice of Xin Huxi Qigong (Center Breathing Qigong) or any style



of qigong if you have a basic understanding of the underlying Yin and Yang philosophy that is

being applied.YIN AND YANGThe Chinese have believed for thousands of years that the

universe is composed of two opposite forces; Yin and Yang. And they believe in a principle

whose essence is “follow the heavens.” Since nature is integrated into heaven then you as well

must follow (obey) nature. Thus you must carefully watch and follow all natural phenomenon

such as the stars, planets, moon, and four seasons since your energy is integral with them as

well.The theory of Yin and Yang applies to heaven, earth, and humans and these are

considered to be the three great natural powers. When the balance is lost between Yin and

Yang storms of severe energy are produced in the heavens and on earth. In humans this loss

of the balance of Yin and Yang results in illness and perhaps death.The belief is that the major

component of “Heaven” is QI and that all things are made up of QI. QI is the universal life force

for living beings. It is believed that in the beginning there was a time of “no sky.” The universe

came into being in this no sky and QI was created by the universe. It was said that QI had

weight and that part of it was light and transparent and that another part of it was heavy and

opaque. It was from these two forms of QI that the heavens and earth were formed. Being

lighter, that part of QI formed heaven and it was above. The part of QI that was heavier and

opaque sank below and formed earth.YANG QI, YIN QI, FIRE QI AND WATER QIIt is stated

that QI in the heavens is “Yang Qi” and the QI on the earth is “Yin Qi.” The pure forms of Yang

Qi and Yin Qi create and support the four seasons of spring, summer, autumn and winter. From

the four seasons the QI that issues forth creates and supports all the different things in

creation.When Yang Qi condenses or combines it becomes fire. This fire in its pure form

creates and supports the sun. Yin Qi, on the other hand, becomes water and in its pure form

becomes the moon. It is the excess QI from the sun and the moon which then flows out into the

universe to create the stars and nourishes our planet earth.You obtain heaven and earth QI

through the process of breathing. Thus since you need to breath to maintain life QI has been

determined to be the energy of life.

STEP 2: Working in a NEW AWESOME HEALTH PARADIGMSTEP 3: Your AWESOME

HEALTH PRAXISYour GOAL is the integration of your BELIEF in AWESOME HEALTH with

your BEHAVIOR or PRACTICE of AWESOME HEALTH.Wallace D. Wattles in his classic The

Science of Getting Rich said “To look upon the appearance of disease will produce the form of

disease in your mind, and ultimately in your body, unless you hold the thought of the truth,

which is that there is no disease; it is only appearance and the reality is health.”Every living

thing must continuously seek for the enlargement of life. Thus the mere act of living requires a

healthy life so that you can make the most of yourself for yourself and for others. To make the

most of yourself for yourself and for others you must increase your health.Success in having

awesome health, depends upon you possessing a well-developed set of tools that will lead you

toward and maintain your awesome health.Not only do you need to have the proper tools but

they must be used the Right Way so that you can behave in the Certain Way. The Mind Power

Qigong Program is a set of tools that when used in the Right Way will make it much easier for

you to succeed in moving toward AWESOME HEALTH. Your desire to have awesome health is

the power which can create the development and expression of awesome health.BREATHING

TO LIVE?LIVING TO BREATHE?WHY DO YOU BREATHE?Do you breathe to live? Or do you

live to breathe? The masses would say that you must breathe so that you can live. But this is

little more than just survival. As you breathe in an unconscious fashion you do nothing more

than take in enough air so that the minimum amount of toxins can be removed from your body

and the minimum amount of oxygen required is absorbed.The Ancients have shown us that



great feats, long life and awesome health can be achieved by everyone. You must learn to

breathe in the “Certain Way.” You have within your grasp a built-in mechanism that promotes

awesome health. This mechanism is the breath. The breath and breathing can be used to

reduce fear, relieve stress, energize the body, enliven the mind and invigorate the spirit. All you

need to do is think about it. Just think about your breath as you breathe.In the art of Zen

meditation, one of the simplest meditation exercises is that of bringing your mind to focus on

the breath while sitting quietly. All you do is close your eyes, relax, and count each breath as

you inhale. Focus on the breath by trying to sense the way the breath feels as it passes by the

edges of your nostrils. It is as simple as that.TWO LAWSThere are two laws that you need to

understand and use if you want and desire AWESOME HEALTH. Remember! You attract

whatever you are in harmony with. AND YOU ARE IN HARMONY WITH THAT WHICH YOU

THINK ABOUT THE MOST!This concept is based on two fundamental laws: The Law of

Vibration which says you are a being of vibration and have the ability to change your vibration

and The Law of Attraction which says like vibrations attract like things. Thus, Positive Vibrations

attract Positive Things and Positive Energy attracts Good Health.YOU HAVE THE ABILITY TO

ALTER YOUR VIBRATION TO A HIGHER, MORE POSITIVE, STATE.You can make the

decision to change your health and in doing so your life is never going to the same again. You

can turn your poor, lacking or even average health into AWESOME HEALTH by using “Multiple

Ways to Achieve and Maintain Awesome Health.” Several of these methods involve ancient

Chinese Qigong (exercises with coordinated breathing) that can create, maintain and release

positive energy within you.HOW DO YOU GET READY? You have to BELIEVE; you have to

BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN CREATE IT!UNDERSTANDING THE YIN AND YANG OF QI AND

QIGONGIt will help in your practice of Xin Huxi Qigong (Center Breathing Qigong) or any style

of qigong if you have a basic understanding of the underlying Yin and Yang philosophy that is

being applied.YIN AND YANGThe Chinese have believed for thousands of years that the

universe is composed of two opposite forces; Yin and Yang. And they believe in a principle

whose essence is “follow the heavens.” Since nature is integrated into heaven then you as well

must follow (obey) nature. Thus you must carefully watch and follow all natural phenomenon

such as the stars, planets, moon, and four seasons since your energy is integral with them as

well.The theory of Yin and Yang applies to heaven, earth, and humans and these are

considered to be the three great natural powers. When the balance is lost between Yin and

Yang storms of severe energy are produced in the heavens and on earth. In humans this loss

of the balance of Yin and Yang results in illness and perhaps death.The belief is that the major

component of “Heaven” is QI and that all things are made up of QI. QI is the universal life force

for living beings. It is believed that in the beginning there was a time of “no sky.” The universe

came into being in this no sky and QI was created by the universe. It was said that QI had

weight and that part of it was light and transparent and that another part of it was heavy and

opaque. It was from these two forms of QI that the heavens and earth were formed. Being

lighter, that part of QI formed heaven and it was above. The part of QI that was heavier and

opaque sank below and formed earth.YANG QI, YIN QI, FIRE QI AND WATER QIIt is stated

that QI in the heavens is “Yang Qi” and the QI on the earth is “Yin Qi.” The pure forms of Yang

Qi and Yin Qi create and support the four seasons of spring, summer, autumn and winter. From

the four seasons the QI that issues forth creates and supports all the different things in

creation.When Yang Qi condenses or combines it becomes fire. This fire in its pure form

creates and supports the sun. Yin Qi, on the other hand, becomes water and in its pure form

becomes the moon. It is the excess QI from the sun and the moon which then flows out into the

universe to create the stars and nourishes our planet earth.You obtain heaven and earth QI



through the process of breathing. Thus since you need to breath to maintain life QI has been

determined to be the energy of life.SIX YIN AND SIX YANG ORGANS IN ORIENTAL

MEDICINEIn ancient oriental medicine the organs of the body where divided up into two

categories, that of “Yin” and “Yang.” The body was essentially divided into two sections that

dealt with the activities of respiration, circulation, digestion, etc. In the Yin category there were

six organs; lung, heart, spleen, liver, kidney, and pericardium. In the Yang category there were

six organs; large intestine, small intestine, gall bladder, urinary bladder, stomach and triple

burner. It is through these 12 main channels (Shi Ehr Jing) that QI is transported throughout

the body.The QI is transported to the surface (to the skin) through the 12 channels and the

many hundreds of minor channels (Luo). These can be effected by external influences. It must

be remembered that “organs” in oriental medicine refer to the functionality of the system and

not necessarily to an actual physical, fleshy, organ.SIMPLE YIN AND YANG

BREATHINGRespiration itself was then divided into two aspects; inhalation and exhalation, yin

and yang respectively. When breathing you should think and create a mental image of yin and

yang.INHALE: as you inhale create a mental image and see the QI traveling through your nose

to your spleen and then down to your liver and kidney.EXHALE: as you exhale create a mental

image and see the QI traveling from your heart to your lungs and then out through your

mouth.It is important to point out that from these concepts many complicated breathing

patterns were developed by Buddhist monks and ascetic hermits. The goal of the breathing

techniques was to create abundant QI, balance the QI and increase the flow of QI in the

human body. Such examples included breathing while counting up to very high numbers,

alternating the patterns of inhalation and exhalation and performing the breathing at very

specific times of the day and night.It has been said that an elderly person may rejuvenate

themselves to that of a young person and live a very long time if they were successful at these

techniques. But, it must also be noted that the type of breathing that must be done is “Fetal

Breathing” (Fu Shi Hu Xi: the kind of breathing that a fetus does in the womb).REMEMBER -

breathing is a natural function and as such should be SIMPLE and easy to learn.Keep in mind

that the definitions and expanded explanations of the kinds of breathing and how they relate to

the seasons, oriental medicine, etc. are for your general knowledge and information. You do not

have to memorize or be well versed in any of the above concepts to learn Xin Huxi Qigong and

practice chang bao qi. The important point, as mentioned above, is to maintain an outlook that

embodies simplicity and relaxation. In this way you will learn faster, have more enjoyment and

achieve better results.NEVER FORCE THE INHALE OR EXHALE – always be calm and

relaxed.“Breathe Hard and the World is Hard,Breathe Soft and the World is Soft.”~ Kevin D.

Hufford, PhD.WISDOM vs. EMOTIONYour conscious mind is your “intellectual mind.” In

Chinese Qigong Society it is the “Yi” (Yee) - your WISDOM MIND. Your sub-conscious mind is

your EMOTIONAL MIND and it is called the “Xin” (Shin).When you have an idea your “Yi,” your

wisdom mind, will strive to manifest it in the physical world usually as an event you want to

bring about or as an object you want to create. Your Yi is strengthened and concentrated by

your will.The other aspect of your mind is the “Xin,” your emotional mind, it will have the desire

to do what you want to do but it may lack the resolve to see it through.In most people the Xin is

stronger than the Yi and most people operate through the XinYi (emotionally controlled) mind.

For example, in many cases a person will want to accomplish a task and their Yi knows there is

a deadline at which time it needs to be accomplished. BUT, the Xin convinces you that it is not

a problem and you don't have to worry about it. THEN, OOPS! The deadline occurs and the

task is not done. Wisdom said DO IT! Emotions said DON'T DO IT! And the emotional mind

wins time and time again.It is the same with HEALTH! Eat Good! Eat Junk! Get Out and



Exercise! Sit on the Couch and Watch a Movie! Go to the Gym! Ah I'm too Tired! And on and

on...Whatever you turn over to your emotional mindis going to dictate how you feel and what

you do!!YOU ARE WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT THE MOST!It goes from your CONSCIOUS

MIND to your SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND, SUB-CONSCIOUS MIND to your BODY'S

VIBRATION, your BODY'S VIBRATION is expressed as ACTION and your ACTIONS produce

RESULTS!!TYPES OF BREATHINGThere are three main goals in the practice of Qigong.

These are Balance, Abundance and Flow. It is through the regulation of the breath that you

Balance your Qi, increase the Abundance of your Qi and create a smooth Flow of Qi through

your entire system.Xin Huxi, Center Breathing, is one of many types of breathing that is

defined and it uses Chang Bao Qi (long thin breath). Many Types of Breathing have been

described throughout the ages. Here are a few examples that show the depth and breadth of

breathing concepts:Fu Xi Skin BreathingTi Xi Body BreathingDai Mai Xi Girdle Belt

BreathingDan Tian Hu Xi Elixir Field BreathingDao Jia Hu Xi Daoist BreathingDi Wu Xin Hu Xi

Fifth Gate BreathingShang Dan Tian Hu Xi Upper Dan Tian BreathingFan Fu Hu Xi Reverse

Abdominal BreathingFan Tong Hu Xi Back to Childhood BreathingFo Jia Hu Xi Buddhist

BreathingFu Sui Xi Skin and Marrow BreathingGui Xi Turtle BreathingShen Xi Spirit

BreathingTai Xi Embryonic BreathingWuji Hu Xi Wuji BreathingXue Wei Xi Cavity BreathingYan

Xi Meditation BreathingZhen Xi The Real or True BreathingZhong Xi Sole BreathingThe Xin

Huxi breathing technique is one in which thoracic respiration (breathing using the chest) is not

used. The breath comes from the movement of the abdominal area (Dan Tian).In Xin Huxi

Qigong you will focus on developing Chang Bao Qi and integrating it with Fo Jia Hu Xi

(Buddhist Breathing – Normal Abdominal Breathing) and Fan Fu Hu Xi (Daoist Breathing –

Reverse Abdominal Breathing).Efficiency of breathing is not new. All martial arts emphasize

some kind of breathing efficiency and centuries-old documentation show Zen priests and

others writing of the need for better breathing for mental and physical health.It is necessary

that you begin Xin Huxi Chang Bao Qi to integrate the mind and the body. To accomplish this

you first need to concentrate on the lower abdominal area; the Xia Dan Tian (Lower Elixir

Field).CHANG BAO QI FOR RELAXATION AND BALANCINGThe basic method of the long

thin breath is easy to describe but must be practiced to get the correct process, the CERTAIN

WAY, so that it is truly beneficial to health and longevity.Here your goal is to exercise for

relaxation and balancing, thus providing a general improvement in your well-being and health.

You will need to apply your normal breathing process, normal abdominal breathing, with the

addition of chang bao qi.CHANG BAO QI Method: Begin by closing your mouth gently so it is

just sealed and touch your tongue to the upper gum just above the teeth. Expand your

abdominal muscles (push out) as you inhale through your nose. The inhale should slow and

thin (a small amount of air flow) for as long as in comfortable.Next open your mouth slightly

(like you might attempt to whistle) and touch your tongue to the lower gum just behind the

teeth. Contract your abdominal muscles (pull in) as you exhale through your mouth. The exhale

should be slow and thin (like blowing out a candle that is six feet away) for as long as is

comfortable.NEVER FORCE THE INHALE OR EXHALE – always be calm and relaxed. Now

you can begin to practice Chang Bao Qi (long thin breathing). Take time to mentally note any

new sensations! Experiment by focusing your intention on different parts of the body.

Remember that harmony, balance, integration and contentment are the goals of Xin Huxi

Qigong and Chang Bao Qi. With these goals you can live a longer, happier, and healthier life.

Enjoy!! This is just the SECOND LEVEL, a new beginning.THE LOCATION OF THE DAN

TIANIn Qi cultivation you must lead your senses (and hence Qi) to the Dan Tian so that your

brain can focus on the Source of Qi in your system. The location of the Dan Tian has been a



topic of discussion and often controversy for many thousands of years.Your Dan Tian (in

general) is located approximately 2 inches (3 finger widths) below the navel in the center of the

abdomen. One of many descriptions states the Dan Tian is below your stomach, above the

acupuncture point “Conception Vessel – 4,” in front of your kidneys and behind your navel.The

position of the Dan Tian can be seen in the picture and figure shown below. An easy way to

locate the Dan Tian so that you can have a reference on which to focus is to 1) Put your

thumbs on your navel, 2) Touch the tips of the index and middle fingers below the thumbs, 3)

The diamond shape area that is formed by the fingers is the region behind which the Dan Tian

is located as shown in the photo and picture above.INTEGRATING CHANG BAO QI WITH

THE “CANDLE BREATH”In “It's Your Health! Create It Now!” (Mind Power Qigong Program

One) five methods of Shaolin Dan Tian Qigong were presented using Reverse Abdominal

Breathing. In this section I would like to show you how you can combine “chang bao qi” and

“reverse abdominal breathing” to further enhance your qigong practice.Your goal is to learn

each of the following three exercise variations in a step-wise fashion until the last one (the

integration of all four regulatings) is impressed onto your sub-conscious mind. And the

manifestation is the distribution and extension of Qi to your body, skin, and beyond. By

Regulating the Body, Breath and Mind you will REGULATE THE QI. That is your Qi will flow

smoothly within and without you and from this you can develop awesome health. This exercise

conditions the Dan Tian and teaches you how to bring Qi from the Dan Tian and in a very slow,

very controlled fashion allow the Qi to fill the body, permeate the skin and extend beyond the

edges of your physical body. This is the type of Qi required to truly improve your immune

system from the inside to the outside. The Qi and energy form a bubble around you that

protects you from negative external influences.STEP 1 and 2 - Regulating the Body (Tiao

Shen) and the Breath (Tiao Xi)BODY – Arms and shoulders relaxed and loose to

begin.BREATH – Relaxed.1. Stand with feet parallel and cover the Dan Tian as shown above.2.

Touch your tongue to the gum line just above the upper teeth with your mouth closed. As you

INHALE, in a long, slow, deliberate (thin, threadlike) fashion through your nose, pull your

abdominal muscles toward your spine and at the same time pull inward with your fist and

hand.3. Hold the fist and hand tightly inward as you purse your lips as if to blow out a candle

that is 10 or more feet away. Touch your tongue to the gum line just below the lower teeth.

EXHALE, in a very long slow, deliberate (thin, threadlike) fashion with absolutely no sound

being made and at the same time bend the knees and squat down slightly, maybe an inch or

so, but not too much.4. At the end of the exhale, PAUSE the breath, relax the fist and hand.5.

Repeat steps 2-4 for 3, 6 or 9 minutes.STEP 3 - Regulating the Wisdom Mind (Tiao

Yi)VISUALIZATION – Imagine that by using your lungs the Qi from your Dan Tian is filling up

the center of your torso, and then like a thin thread of silk it glides through the air to blow out a

candle that is over 10 feet away from you.1. Stand with feet parallel and cover the Dan Tian

with fist and palm.2. Touch your tongue to the gum line just above the upper teeth with your

mouth closed. As you INHALE, in a long, slow, deliberate (thin, threadlike) fashion through your

nose, pull your abdominal muscles toward your spine and at the same time pull inward with

your fist and hand. VISUALIZE in your mind that you are using your lungs to draw Qi up from

the Dan Tian to the center of your torso...”

It's Your Health! Create It Now!: A Mind Power Qigong Journey to Balance Abundance and

Flow, Breathe Right! Feel Right!: A Journey of Longevity and Creating Awesome Health (Mind

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/jZLAB/Breathe-Right-Feel-Right-A-Journey-of-Longevity-and-Creating-Awesome-Health-Mind-Power-Qigong


Power Qigong), Qigong for Weight Loss (Qigong For Everyone), Qigong for Weight Loss:

Practices for Body Control & Energetic Living, Meridian Exercise for Self Healing: Classified by

Common Symptoms

easternshore gal, “The title says it all!!!. This book is an invaluable tool for anyone interested in

qigong. The background material alone is worth buying this book. The exercises are really well

thought out and not overly difficult for the average person. The Center Breathing Qigong is all

ready a favorite of mine!!!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2 people have provided feedback.
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